
” Speaking

of Here, Hong Changqing did not dare to express his intention to stay in Aurous Hill temporarily.
charlie saw him for a long time, but there was no result, so he asked him with a smile, “Do you want 
to say that going back is meaningless, so you plan to stay in Aurous Hill for a while?
” Overjoyed, he slapped his thigh subconsciously, “Master Wade is right! This is what I mean!” After
speaking, he looked at charlie anxiously, waiting for charlie’s statement.
charlie was not angry at this time, but smiled slightly, and said, “Master Hong, let me stroke it for 
you to see if this is right.” Hong Changqing hurriedly
said, “Master Wade, please tell me!
” Charlie nodded and continued, “Look, the purpose of your coming to Aurous Hill is nothing more 
than to find out who made the two pills of Rejuvenation Pill and Sanxue Jiuxin Pill, and now you 
have successfully found me.” , then your purpose of coming to Aurous Hill this time has not been 
achieved. Now that the purpose has been achieved, what are you doing here? Hearing charlie’s 
irrefutable
words, Hong Changqing felt a little depressed Trembling, his lips were trembling all the time, and his
teeth would start to collide involuntarily in his mouth. Naturally,
Hong Changqing didn’t want to leave, but he didn’t know how to speak to charlie at all.
After all, he was also afraid that he would make an inch It will make charlie suddenly regret it, and if 
he kills himself again at that time, wouldn’t it be a big loss?
At this time, charlie suddenly changed the subject, “By the way, Hong Tianshi, how long have you 
stayed in the realm of eight-star warriors?” Hong Changqing said respectfully, “Master
wade…stay in the realm of lower eight-star warriors for sixteen years.” It’s been a year…”
charlie asked curiously, “So how old are you this year?”
Hong Changqing said, “Next year you will be sixty-two!”
charlie said, “You have already reached the eight-star martial artist in your forties? It seems that your
cultivation The speed is pretty good!”
Hong Changqing sneered and said, “To tell you the truth, although Taizhen Dao’s alchemy technique
is superficial, but fortunately, the teacher has passed down a relatively complete set of martial arts 
mental methods, which is better than most even a complete mental method. Schools that don’t have
any, naturally have greater potential.” “
Besides, there are some shining points in our crude alchemy technique. Among our ancestors, there 
was once a great alchemy master, and I don’t know how he used it. What kind of method do you 
have to refine a batch of panacea, this kind of medicine can strengthen the body and cure all 
diseases for ordinary people, and it can also improve the cultivation base if eaten by martial arts 
people.
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